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Abstract
When I left the UK in the middle of July 2012 to embark on a book distribution and library renovation
project in Tanzania with the charity READ International, I expected to return exhausted, satisfied and
proud. In reality, the questions raised during my trip filled me with uncertainty but also a powerful
enthusiasm which pushed me to research extensively the challenges facing education in Tanzania
particularly those relating to language and culture. More specifically, the problem that struck me
during my time volunteering was the question of why English continues to be the language of
instruction at secondary school level in Tanzania. In this report, I summarize my findings in this area
alongside arguments drawn from the extensive debates surrounding this issue. I cover historical,
social and practical implications of language policy as well as broader links between globalisation,
neo-colonialism and European languages in Africa. Each of these features adds a new dimension to my
overriding question: how does English language secondary school instruction affect Tanzanian
students’ relationships with their own culture and heritage? My argument is based on the principle
that by stressing the importance of English, in both schools and in society as a whole, the culture and
language of Kiswahili are immediately devalued.
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Part One: Project Overview
Origins of the Project
As a Project Leader for READ International’s Warwick branch, I spent my final year as a student
organizing book collections from schools in the local area, planning and running fundraising events
and sorting and databasing the books we received as donations. These books were then sent to
Tanzania in May 2012 and I was fortunate to receive support from the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund in
order to travel to Tanzania and distribute these books to schools in the Mtwara region in the South of
the country. We spent the majority of our seven week trip renovating two school libraries.

Purpose of the project and report
When planning my trip I was very confident as to my objectives; to see a charitable project which I
was passionate about, and which I had put many hours into, through to its end; to experience a
different type of work and gain new skills; and to observe and participate in a different culture both in
relation to the project and to attitudes to education more generally. All of this whilst becoming
familiar with a different place, people and language.
The project itself was successfully carried out and as a team we achieved all of our main objectives: we
distributed more than 10,000 books to schools around the Mtwara region of Southern Tanzania and
fully refurbished two school libraries with the help of handpicked library prefects and the newly
appointed librarians. These were schools with significantly limited resources, for example, one of the
schools we donated to had only four teachers for almost five hundred pupils.
Once I arrived in Tanzania, it became clear to me that my interest in education would form the basis of
my report. Having left the UK as a proud, enthusiastic ambassador for READ International, I returned
brimming with questions and frustrations regarding the extent of the challenges facing students and
teachers in Tanzania. My report reflects the questions which became apparent to me during my trip,
and my objective in writing it was to both understand the origins of the position of the English
language in Tanzanian society and to analyse and research its cultural impact. The report will focus on
these questions, using the question of the use of English as the language of instruction in Tanzanian
secondary schools as a focal point.
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Structure of the report
In this report, I will explore how the use of the English language as the official language of instruction
in Tanzanian secondary schools impacts on the students’ perception of their own cultural and
linguistic heritage.
In Part One, I will look at the historical background of Kiswahili, English and education policy in
Tanzania. This will be followed by an analysis of the current situation including language use,
potential for change within the system and important practical considerations for those debating the
issue at a policy level. Here I will also examine the problems currently faced in Tanzanian schools by
both teachers and students alike due to deficiencies in the English language.
In Part Two, I will argue that not only does the use of English language create practical difficulties for
Tanzanian students, but that it impacts critically on all aspects of society. I will begin by addressing
the question of why the language of instruction in Tanzanian secondary education continues to be
English. Following this I will unpack the social divisions between the English speaking and non
English speaking population within both schools and society as a whole. Finally, I will draw together
aspects of each of the subjects discussed to analyse the broad cultural impact of teaching in a foreign
language.

Limitations
My academic research in Tanzania was limited by the sheer volume of physical work we needed to
complete in order to successfully refurbish the two libraries. I was therefore unable to interview as
broad a range of people as I would have liked to regarding these issues. As we were based in two
schools, however, this enabled me to develop strong relationships with the teachers who then, I
believe, were able to give frank and honest answers to my questions.
The principle question I am addressing is highly subjective and difficult to analyse especially as the
issue of education in Africa in European languages has existed for so many years. Broader cultural
realities are therefore imbedded within cultural norms which may have restricted those I spoke to
from being able to answer questions from a more theoretical, distanced perspective. An example of
this difficulty was encountered during conversations with the teachers, many of whom insisted that
one of the main reasons that the language of instruction was in English was because the exams were
in English. This proves how significantly the issues are submerged within the system, where the fact
that the examinations are in English acts as a justification for maintaining the status quo instead of
being seen as part of the problem. This meant that some of the people with whom I spoke may have
found it difficult to respond to my questions from a critical distance.
Another cultural particularity common in Tanzania is to always speak positively. As British students
this was quite an interesting cultural difference as, for example, we were advised when we were there
not to complain about things because negativity is treated very seriously in Tanzanian culture. An
example of these optimistic tendencies was the local attitude to the newly found natural gas off the
coast of Mtwara. For me this discovery poses many ethical questions because, predictably, this has
resulted in an extensive presence of Western oil and gas companies. The locals with whom I discussed
this issue were pleased because this discovery would possibly bring jobs, improve infrastructures and
encourage tourism in the area. The fact that extremely lucrative natural resources were being
exported from their country by international private corporations was never mentioned. This
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positive attitude challenged me, as contrary to my immediate reaction it was clear that the
improvements which could come could be significantly beneficial for some of the deprived
communities in the area. It was, however, clear that this was not felt as a wider insult to Tanzanian
agency over its natural resources. The exploitation of natural resources by multinational companies is
generally as uncontested in Tanzania as the use of the English language for national examinations.
This means that for the purpose of my research, I had to be wary of the perhaps overly optimistic
responses to my questions. Adding to this, my position as a British student volunteering for a charity
that donates large numbers of English language textbooks to Tanzanian schools, perhaps meant that it
was difficult for people to answer my questions candidly.
The question of bias must also be considered. I spoke only with those teachers and pupils who were
able to communicate easily in English as my questions were often quite challenging and abstract.
Whilst I was able to reach a basic level of conversational Kiswahili, this was in no way sufficiently
nuanced to take on complex questions about culture and language. This meant that I spoke extensively
with the English teachers and school Head Teachers who would perhaps have had a different
perspective to those teaching, for example, Kiswahili. Equally, with the students, I was only able to
interact significantly with those who were succeeding in the existing system and so had a reasonable
level of English (although even with these students it was difficult to discuss more complex
questions). This meant that my conclusions regarding linguistic challenges faced by students were
based on conversations with people for whom this was not an issue. It was therefore necessary to
combine my observations and interviews with extensive academic research on the subject.
Once I had decided on the question I wanted to research, I perhaps failed to appreciate the other
systemic challenges faced by Tanzanian secondary schools for example inadequate resources (namely
textbooks), low numbers of qualified teachers, limited government funding and cultural resistance for
example towards female education. I also admit to stressing the importance of culture and ideology in
a country suffering extreme poverty and medical issues. Thinking back to the example of the natural
gas found in Mtwara, it is very easy for an outsider to romanticize the importance of local property
and cultures, whereas for those people directly concerned, practical factors relating to infrastructure
and employment are naturally prioritized.

Research methods
 Interviews with teachers at Mikindani Secondary School in Mikindani and Sino Secondary
School in Mtwara (both in the Mtwara region of Tanzania).
 General observation and interaction with students/ people living in the local area.
 Debates and discussions with other team mates and other members of READ.
 Extensive academic research on subjects including the history of Kiswahili, post-colonial
theory, linguistic elitism and Tanzanian education policy.
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Part Two: Background
Historical background
In order to understand Tanzania today, it is vital to understand the region's historical development. In
this section I will chart the expansion of Kiswahili and English in Tanzania. I will focus on the birth
and spread of Kiswahili, the introduction of the English language to Tanzania, the British colonial
education system and finally the impact that Tanzanian independence had on language and education
policy.
The birth and development of Kiswahili
Kiswahili first appeared in Arab trading posts along the east coast of Africa before the 10th Century
(Whiteley, 17), for example in Zanzibar or the island Kilwa Kiswahini which I was fortunate enough to
visit. It developed when East African traders, who spoke a variety of Bantu languages, were forced to
use basic Arabic lexicis in order to communicate with each other. This mixture of simple Arabic and
Bantu languages became the lingua franca at these trading ports (Ogwana).
The first main wave of Kiswahili language expansion, as described by Whiteley (42), was between
1800 and 1850, when the demand for ivory and slaves at the costal trading points created a significant
increase in transport and communication throughout the region.
German Colonial Period- Kiswahili Growth
As an African language Swahili was simple in terms of its low number of noun classes and tones which
made it comparatively accessible to incoming Europeans. This explains in part why the arriving Arab,
British, French and German colonizers chose to use this language throughout their administrations
(Ogwana).
The second important period in Kiswahili’s history as a regional language was initiated by the German
colonial forces, who, as well as using Kiswahili throughout their administration, imposed Kiswahili as
the language of instruction in all schools. This was a policy of convenience enabling the administration
to be conducted in one language throughout their colony (an area which is now separated into
Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi). It is important to note that whilst some German was taught in
schools ‘there was no real effort to promote it or to make it replace Kiswahili as the medium of
instruction’ (Rubagumya 6), perhaps explaining why so little cultural remnants of the German colonial
period remains.
During this period, Kiswahili’s expansion was not unequivocal. The language, although widely spoken
in the East African region, was often thinly represented as tribal language groups were either resistant
to or far away from these Arab trading centres. Some African ethic groups, for example the King of
Buganda (now part of Uganda), saw the expansion of Kiswahili as a form of cultural invasion to be
resisted at all costs. Other opposition came from Christian missionaries, particularly in Kenya, who
also attempted to undermine the language and culture claiming associations with 'Mohammedanism'
and blasphemy (Rubagumya 6).
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The Arrival of the British and the English Language
As part of the Versailles Treaty agreement in 1919, German East Africa became a British mandate. In
the region which was to become modern day Tanzania the British introduced English at primary
school level (although Kiswahili remained the language of instruction) and changed the language of
instruction in secondary education to English.
Despite the English language policies which were seeping through government administration, the
British permitted, in January 1930, the forming of the East African Language Committee. This included
the countries Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar (the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar was to
become modern Tanzania), and they agreed to establish Kiswahili as the official East African Language
and at the same time fixed a standardized version of the language (most closely related to the then
Zanzibar dialect) (Rubagumya 7).
Kiswahili as the Language of Freedom?
Kiswahili was used as a common language during the independence struggle, enabling people to
communicate easily and developing a strong sense of national purpose. Rubagumya argues that the
independence struggle ‘enhanced the status of the language after independence, for it was rightly
regarded as the national language’ (9).This phenomenon was less universal in Kenya and Uganda (and
indeed many other African countries) where ethnic and linguistic divides were visible during the
independence campaigns. In Kenya, for example, translators were often required at rallies to ensure
that everybody in the crowd could understand the speeches.
Post Independence Tanzania, Nyerere and ‘Education for Self Reliance’
Over the period leading up to independence, a teacher named Julius Nyerere emerged as a likely
leader of the nation. His party TANU (the Tanganyika African National Union) rose quickly to
prominence and he became Tanganyika's first Prime Minister in 1961 followed by a swift ascension to
presidency in 1962. He facilitated the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, which became, in 1964, the
United Republic of Tanzania. He was a socialist president, although Tanzania remained officially
neutral during the Cold War. Like Mao, he favoured the rural classes and based his economic policy on
agriculture.
Nyerere is still known in Tanzania as Mwalimu or ‘teacher’ due to his high prioritization of education
both for children and adults. It is in the field of education that he had the most success, especially
regarding enrolment numbers at primary school level. In just ten years; the number of children
attending primary schools tripled from 827,944 children in 1970 to 3,360,228 in 1980 (Swilla 4). In
his 1968 text ‘Education for Self Reliance’, Nyerere sets out an ideological revolution of the education
system from one driven by Western, intellectual values to a system more culturally appropriate
stressing practical forms of learning specific to Tanzanian rural society. He argues that
The most central thing about the education we are at present providing is that it is basically
an elitist education deigned to meet the interests and needs of a very small proportion of
those who enter the school system. (Nyerere 240)
He based his ideology on the idea of community, equality and practical instruction in schools:
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This means that the educational system of Tanzania must emphasize cooperative endeavor;
not individual advancement; it must stress concepts of equality and the responsibility to give
service which goes with any special ability. (Nyerere 239)
Whilst Nyerere’s essay reveals the problems in Tanzanian education in the 1960’s and the wider goals
of his socialist government, in the context of this report, it is particularly useful to explore the
continued relevance of the cultural issues he raises. I will explore this in more detail as the report
progresses.
One final aspect of Nyerere’s policy of ‘Self Reliance’ was that, as the title suggests, he was gearing his
policy towards independence from Britain, as the former colonial power, and from foreign
intervention in general. In terms of our subject, this meant that Nyerere stressed the importance of
Kiswahili as a national language and encouraged its growth. He set out in his goals to convert all
education in Tanzania to Kiswahili by the year 2000 (Rubagumya 7). Unfortunately this project was
never achieved, and Kiswahili became the language of instruction only in primary schools. This
explains the origins of the current two-language system which perpetuates the language problem. As
primary education is taught in Kiswahili, students moving into secondary school are shockingly illequipped to continue their education in a new language.

Tanzania today
Language Use
Kiswahili is spoken fluently by more than 90 percent of population in Tanzania, and as this figure is
dated from the 1971, the percentage today is expected to be significantly higher (Rubagumya 9). It
must not, however, be forgotten that it is often a second language. Tanzania is composed of more than
130 vernacular languages and cultures for example the Makonde tribe in the Southern Mtwara region
and Northern Mozambique. Kiswahili is learnt at a young age when children leave their home
environment. English is therefore often the third language children are expected to learn, however
unlike Kiswahili, it bears no resemblance to vernacular African languages. Today, important questions
are being asked about the growth of Kiswahili and the danger it presents to smaller languages,
however, for the purposes of this report I will focus on the Kiswahili language as it is the most logical
competitor to the English language on a national scale.
Kiswahili is also a strong cultural force in Tanzania today. This means that most cultural mediums
including literature, music and newspapers will use Kiswahili as it is accessible to the largest number
of people (Habwe 4). This differs from the situation in Kenya and Uganda where no single Kiswahili
newspaper is published and instead Tanzanian Kisahili papers circulate (Habwe 7). One reason why
there is such a big difference is that in Kenya ‘Kiswahili is faced with stiff competition from other
major native languages like Kikuyu, Luo, and Kambe besides English and other foreign languages’
(Habwe 7). This means that dependence on the English language and its associated culture is more
pronounced due to Kenya's lack of linguistic unity. This also means that English can be considered as
a ‘neutral’ language as it does not align itself in political terms to any specific region or vernacular
culture. The prevalence of the English language in African cultural mediums can also be owing to
hybrid dialects of African languages and English which develop for example Pidgin or Creole dialects.
In Tanzania’s case, debates about language are simplified by the fact that there are two distinct
positions: one supporting the spread of Kiswahili into all aspects of public life and the other
prioritising the English language.
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Impact of Language Policy in Schools
One of the most important practical considerations to consider is the quality of education delivered to
students under the current system. There is no doubt that a mastery of the English language opens vast
numbers of doors, in terms of employment opportunities and broadening perspectives through access
to the wider world. The real problem that I experienced in Tanzania, which was confirmed by my
subsequent research, is that the level of English achieved nationwide through the Tanzanian education
system is significantly underdeveloped. The students who have completed their primary education in
Kiswahili, following the ‘Baseline’ six week crash-course in English, are required to continue their
learning in this new, foreign language. As a consequence, millions of students are unable to understand
their lessons and/or pass their O-Levels which in turn prevents them from taking A Levels or attending
higher education institutions (also taught in English). Far from opening opportunities therefore, the
phenomenon of English language instruction in all subjects at secondary level in fact restricts many
students’ access to the educational opportunities available to them.
As volunteers, we ran a total of three activity days in each school: the first to select the library prefects;
the second to discuss the library and to brainstorm for a short story competition; and the third to brief
the library prefects on the referencing system and the running of the library. These days proved fun
and interesting, but also very challenging because of the language differences. I found the level of
English worrying as I knew that the students would soon be taking the equivalent of GCSE’s in a
language they could hardly use. To give an example, when I asked a group of Form Three students (who
were preparing for their O Levels the following year) to draw ‘what I want to be when I am older’, I was
met with blank stares and eventually one of the teachers had to help me to translate the activity. We
were obliged to choose the prefects based principally on their level of English and willingness to speak
during the activities, which meant that that we had to discriminate against those with a low level of
English or lack of confidence speaking with us. My knowledge of Kiswahili was limited due to time
restrictions. I had only reached a level sufficient for day to day financial transactions and basic
conversation, therefore during the project we communicated mostly in English.
Whilst the teachers were able to communicate quite easily with the READ volunteers, their level of
English was by no means fluent. This problem is known to be widespread across the country. This
evidently prevents teachers from working at their maximum potential and the linguistic deficiencies
then transfer to the students who are learning this language for the first time. Whilst competence in
English should be obligatory for an English teacher, the fact that science, maths and history teachers
are also required to teach in a foreign language means that when teaching new subjects they will begin
from a disadvantaged starting point.
This problem is not new as can be seen by the numerous reports commissioned to assess the issue.
Criper and Dodd in 1984, for example, reported that pupils were failing to understand their teachers
(Dodd 14). Another common consequence of the language barrier is that teachers teach their classes
firstly in English and then in Kiswahili. When speaking to the teachers, most of them admitted to
spending an almost equal amount of time teaching in each language.
In a report for UNESCO, Yahya-Othman concludes that the students entering secondary schools are
severely handicapped by their inability to speak the language of the school environment. The product
of the system, he argues, is a group of ‘individuals hampered by linguistic deficiencies in their thinking,
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in their critical observation, in their questioning of ideals and facts, and in the interpretation of what is
communicated to them’ (Othman 46). He goes on to argue that
…the language of education instead of becoming liberating, door-opening agent… becomes
[a]constricting and restricting factor, where basic concepts which should grow with a child, and be
added constantly as the child learns more, are shaken midway by an ineffective change of medium.
(Othman 51)

The striking evidence in Othman’s report proves that not only does the language of instruction affect a
child’s learning of school subjects, but it also has a much graver and permanent impact on the child’s
personal development. There is a disparity between the theoretical goals of teaching in English and the
practical reality of students who are unable to understand either their teachers or their exam papers
and whose ultimate success at school is dictated by their competency in a foreign language.
Practical Realities at a Policy Level
It is important to establish the current political and economic setting of education policy before
addressing their social and cultural implications. The prevalence of colonial languages in secondary
education across Africa was owed, in part, to the fact that it was much easier not to fundamentally
change education systems in terms of resources, teacher training and curriculums. Although this seems
a banal basis for an entire education system, continued instruction in English has always been the
simplest option in terms of government policy (rather than teaching efficiency or exam success). This
is especially true in countries like Tanzania which faced extreme economic and social upheavals after
independence. Today economic and medical problems continue to plague the country, and it must be
remembered that any change in the curriculum, particularly something as broad as the language of
instruction, would be extremely expensive.
Despite constant debates in the Tanzanian Parliament over the question of language, little has changed.
Another practical reason for this has been the abundance of donated resources, particularly textbooks
from the UK or other Anglophone countries. Rubugumya stresses the significance of UK government
support in terms of teacher training, textbooks and scholarships which aim to improve English
language levels (Rubugumya 27). Kiswahili textbooks, however, are often scarce and expensive
although compared to other African countries, Tanzania has a strong advantage as Kiswahili is a well
established national language and therefore a comparatively large numbers of resources exist in it.
From a practical point of view, Tanzanian governments have been aware of the problems that English
language instruction causes since the late 1960’s. Rubagumya lists numerous policy proposals and
reports over this period (including Mvungi, 1974; Mlama and Matteru, 1978; Criper and Dodd, 1984...),
however no practical change has come of them (Rubagumya 26). In the official ‘Tanzanian Cultural
Policy’, as cited by Mafu, it is stated that Kiswahili will soon be ‘the medium of the entire education
system’ (including secondary and higher education). It is even states its aim to achieve this goal by
2010. This objective, however, should not be taken as indicative of government policy as Nyerere made
a similar proposal in the 1960’s and only succeeded in removing English from primary schools. As
additional evidence to government inaction on this issue, it must be noted that the date has passed
without any apparent changes in language policy. As we will go on to see, another factor which
maintains the status quo is that those members of society charged with dictating education policy, are
the elite classes who have benefited from the restrictive nature of the current system. The current
government policy, therefore, does not seem to reflect its official cultural goals.
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Part Three: Analysis
Why is English still the language of instruction?
As we have seen, deficiency in the English language is a large problem facing Tanzanian schools
(although by no means the only one). The two clear solutions to this issue are to either integrate
English language learning into the primary syllabus or to adopt a Kiswahili based secondary school
system. Both of these options would ensure that the students’ comprehension of the language of
instruction in secondary school would no longer be a problem. These options have been discussed since
independence, however official government policy states that their ultimate goal is to integrate
Kiswahili into the secondary school curriculum. There is currently little or no effort to implement this
policy. Numerous questions are left unanswered. Why have no efforts to reform the system been
successful? Why is English still the language of instruction at secondary school level when more than 90
percent of the population speak fluent Kiswahili?
Speaking to the teachers at Mikindani Secondary school in Mtwara, the answer to these questions was
unanimous: English is the key to success because it is the language of international commerce and
technology. Other factors such as the internet and communication with the outside world were
common responses. This outlook is cited in Rubagumya’s book Language in Education in Africa in
which he explains how in Tanzania ‘as in many other African countries, the former colonial language is
seen as a prerequisite for scientific and technological development’ (Rubagumya 2). He goes on to
describe that in government discussions on the subject there is always a sense of fear that if levels of
English drop, so will Tanzania’s potential for development in all sectors; economic, social, cultural etc.
Whilst the importance of a mastery of English (or another global language) for success on an
international scale is undeniable, this argument does not sufficiently justify the preservation of the
policy to use English as the language of instruction in all subjects (except Kiswahili) at secondary
school level. Notably because this policy denies the large majority of students access to their own
education and because those who will reach high levels of English will almost always belong to a social
class which does not rely on government schools. The importance of teaching foreign languages is
unquestionable; the debate concerns principally the language of instruction in public secondary schools.
The reasons why the status quo has been maintained are highly nuanced and stem from the social and
cultural elevation of the English language which has just as much a link with the colonial period as with
the ever increasing power of globalization today.
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Social impact
In modern Tanzanian society, the English language plays an important role in defining and maintaining
social and cultural divisions. In this section I will begin by looking at the British colonial legacy and how
English language proficiency has perpetuated social divisions and sustained the influence of an elite
minority. I will then examine the psychological impact this linguistic elitism has on secondary school
pupils in Tanzania.
English Speaking Elites
During the colonial period, the British used a small, English speaking Tanzanian elite to conduct their
administration and act as middlemen between the colonial powers and the colonised people (also
known as indirect rule). The Tanzanian education system was developed to achieve this goal and it has
hardly changed since. Those who were privileged enough to go through secondary school and later to
University were often children from well respected families for example the children of a head of a tribe.
Once grown up and part of the British administration the members of the elite continued to send their
children to better schools or even abroad to learn English thus perpetuating their family’s social status.
Roy-Campell argues that the British intended to keep the majority of the population uneducated citing
the “Ten Year Development and Welfare Plan for Tanganyika,” which aimed to reach 100 percent
enrolment at primary level and to drop to only 4 percent at secondary level (Roy Campell). Although
this policy was not the only contributing factor, as recently as the year 2000, secondary school
enrolment in Tanzania remained one of the lowest in Africa (World Bank).
Today, only English speakers can obtain professional jobs for example in politics, law or engineering.
One government official who I spoke to suggested that currently, inTanzania, there are more job
opportunities for Kenyans and Ugandans because their level of English is generally higher (owing
mainly to the fact that primary education in these countries is conducted in English). Whilst I have not
been able to verify this fact, it is clear that high levels of English greatly improve employability. This
increasing demand for English reflects an increasing inequality. Following the example of English
language primary education in other African countries, Tanzania has seen a large increase in private
English speaking primary schools. Swilla cites ‘Konga (personal communication on 24 July 2008), an
official with the Ministry of education and Vocational training, [who stated that there were] 500
primary schools in Tanzania in July 2008, of which 503 were private and 997 were government
schools’ (Swilla 5). This compared to pre- liberalisation in the 1970’s and early 1980's when only
children of expatriates were permitted to enrol in private primary schools. In practical terms this
means that the children of the governing class are currently not subject to the problematic education
system and are much more likely to succeed than their poorer counterparts.
This has meant that an elite political class, which is highly educated and proficient in English, has
maintained its position at the top of Tanzanian society. The intellectual ideology prominent during
independence and the subsequent socialist experiment of 1961-1965 which stressed the importance of
equality in education was largely unfruitful as today’s education system enables very few Tanzanians to
progress or climb the social ladder. This is due to, among other factors, linguistic limitations. When
government policy and law is discussed it is in the medium of English, which places another linguistic
restriction upon those for whom questions of education policy are most important. The very people
who have been failed by the education system due to its English language policy are also excluded from
the official debates taking place around the issue.
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In an essay investigating ‘Language Planning in Tanzania’, Mafu argues that not only does the current
language policy perpetuate the position of the ruling elites, but there may be a conscious effort to
prevent the government's official policy of 'swahilization' in order to maintain this reality. Mafu lists
various proposed or even accepted policies proposing either bilingual or Kiswahili teaching at
secondary school level arguing that 'the dominant elite group is thwarting the Government’s efforts'
(272/ 274 Mafu).
Impact on Students
The social conditions I have explored are mimicked in a school environment, both by the attitudes of
students and staff and by the linguistic elitism which could be seen as representative of society as a
whole. Those who are good at English, for example, will do well at school, and those who are not, will be
ridiculed and fail. All positions of responsibility among the students in Sino School were taken up by
those who could master the English language: the head boy, the head girl and the prefects (both those
already established and those we chose during the project). This reality has a strong psychological
impact on those students who have difficulty learning languages. The headmaster at Mikindani
Secondary School described the confidence issues faced by many of the students, who became shy and
introverted when required to speak in a foreign tongue. He used the terms ‘anxiety’ and ‘exclusion’ to
describe the difficulties faced by these pupils.
The English language teacher at Mikindani Secondary School explained how as there was an official
‘English only’ policy in the school, pupils in his class heard communicating in Kiswahili would be
punished. The punishments he described varied from pupils passing round a wooden block to
classmates who they hear speaking in Kiswahili, to forcing the ‘rule-breaker’ to wear a sign around
their neck marked ‘I cannot speak English’. Although he admitted the second punishment was slightly
insensitive and that he preferred the more subtle wooden block, these two examples highlight the
shame that English language deficiency result in. It is especially remarkable with the wooden block
punishment that classmates are encouraged to point out their fellow pupils failings. As such, a student
who is unable to speak English is publicly humiliated. In very simple terms, the lesson that is being
(maybe inadvertently) taught is that English is good and Kiswahili bad.
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Cultural Consequences
Now that we have examined the social realities of English language elitism, I will turn to its cultural
implications. I will begin by returning to the British colonial project, and the way in which the
curriculum was developed to mimic the values of the colonisers as well as to suit their aims. The system
has changed little since and as a result it is often highly irrelevant in rural Tanzanian schools. The
foreignness of the English language and culture results in an unbridgeable gap between home and
school life. In the second part of this section I will examine the cultural side of English language elitism,
which coexists with the social elitism already discussed. I will finish by exploring the shifting of
attitudes towards Kiswahili culture which are caused by the reverence to a foreign language.
A Foreign Language and a Foreign Education
The elitist social and educational structures of colonialism changed little after independence throughout
most of Africa as Altbach establishes in his essay on neocolonialism and education. He describes how,
despite the 'militancy of nationalist movements or deep feelings of enmity toward the former colonial
powers [few countries] made sharp breaks with their educational past' (Altbach 454). As a result the
institutions at their core were created according to (in Tanzania’s case) German but mainly British
educational priorities, something which was, and still is, reflected in the curriculum, language, and
structure of the school system. Altbach argues that during the colonial period the educations system
put in place 'reflected the needs of the metropolitan power, and not of the indigenous population...' He
argues:
the orientation of the schools [was geared] toward building up an administrative cadre rather
than technically trained and socially aware individuals needed for social and economic
development….Most colonial powers, when they concentrated on education at al l, stressed
humanistic studies, fluency in the language of the metropolitan country and the skills necessary for
secondary positions in the bureaucracy. Lawyers were trained, but few scientists, agricultural experts,
or qualified teachers were available when independence came (Altbach 453).

As well as serving to prepare children for roles in colonial administration, the secondary school system
in Tanzania was based on Western cultural values, perceived by the British as ‘universal’ principles of
education. In reality, they bore little resemblance to Tanzanian cultural values and social realities. In his
seminal text Decolonising the Mind Ngugi wa Thiong’o outlines his argument for why African writers
should produce literature in their own languages rather than adopting European ones. He himself was
an established anglophone Kenyan author, and since writing this text has only written in his mother
tongue, Gikuyu. He argues that the British colonial power intended to control the Kenyan people
through education and language (a theory which can be applied to Tanzanians as well). He explains
that by instilling a sense of intellectual inferiority this limits a people’s confidence and, as such, their
willingness to rebel. He calls this a ‘cultural bomb’ (3), describing how imperialism, destroys the
perception of worth of the colonised cultures. Honing this point, he says ‘the bullet was the means of
the physical subjugation. Language was the means of the spiritual subjugation’ (9).
Shin and Kubota contend that through the twin discourses of globalization and (neo) colonialism,
knowledge from the local is often particularized or culturalized, while Western knowledge is often
universalized...’ (Shin and Kubota 214). As a result, many prioritized parts of the Tanzanian curriculum
have no roots Tanzanian culture or use in modern Tanzanian society, originating from these so called
‘universal’ values. This triggers a series of important consequences, one of which is the seemingly
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irreparable divide between the home and school cultures. The home represents family and the cultural
past whilst school is seen as a place that strives towards progress, technology and development. The
language use in each of these learning spaces mirrors these observations and so the vernacular is used
in the home environment whilst school must be taught in English. Speaking to the English teacher at
Mikindani Secondary School about this issue, he was confident in his belief that culture was not
relevant in a school environment as this was something to be learnt and appreciated with the family
and local community. Hameso, in contrast to this positive view of the home/ school division calls
education in Tanzania ‘a culturally alienating process' (Hameso 4). These parallel sets of values and
languages create a very confusing reality for students who are at a key moment in their personal
development.
Nyerere’s ambitious aim to achieve ‘Education for Self Reliance’ highlighted the need to create an
education system that would prepare its pupils for the life ahead of them. He stressed, for example,
teaching practical skills at primary school level as he was aware that this was a key moment in a child’s
development especially if they did not go on to secondary education. Nyereres’ concerns in 1968 bear a
striking resemblance to the expanding distance between school and home cultures I observed whilst in
Tanzania.
We take children from their parents at the age of seven years, and… we teach them certain basic
academic skills. In recent years we have tried to relate these skills, at least in theory, to the life which
the children see around them. But the school is always separate; it is not part of the society. It is a place
children go to and which they and their parents hope will make it unnecessary for them to become
farmers and continue living in the villages. (Nyerere 241)

One of the most blaring differences between the home and school cultures is of course the language.
The English language is limited to the classroom setting and is never used for social or cultural
purposes. In Mikindani School (which is in a very small rural town), when I asked whether of the
students would go on to use English in their day to day lives, the headmaster explained to me that they
would probably not as the majority of students would become ‘fisherman or farmers like their parents,
or else they will just sit around the streets all day’. This frank response shocked me especially as during
the same conversation he had stressed the importance of English for international business and
commerce. The headmistress of Sino Secondary School in the large port town of Mtwara seemed to be
more hopeful, describing how English would be used by all students for access to the wider world
especially through the internet. She did not, however, mention any potential for her students to use
English in their working lives.
Here again we see the conflict between two powerful doctrines: Nyrere's ideology of 'Self Reliance'
which stresses the importance of appropriate, contextualised education and the paradoxical belief in
the innate superiority of the English language. As Rubagumya asks, can there be a reconciliation of 'Self
Reliance' and the use of foreign languages in education?
Cultural Elitism
As well as creating concrete social divisions, the English speaking elite boast a certain cultural
superiority. This can also be traced back to the colonial period which established the principle that
Western Civilization and culture as the antithesis of African tribal 'primitivism'. Shin and Kubota
explain that ‘… the language of the empire has continued to carry cultural, economic, and symbolic
capital even after decolonization’ (Shin and Kubota 213). The term 'language' here can be seen to mean
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both the English language and the prestige which comes with it; but also in a more abstract sense, the
'language' of the colonisers ideology which equally becomes absorbed and universalised.
Speaking about a Francophone Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo), Ngalasso describes how
French has... a mythical, mystical, even mystifying function since it is a sign of being knowledgeable, it is
a magic key to social prestige and power. Its use rarely corresponds to real need; it is usually used to
show that one has reached a level of linguistic competence which entitles one to a legitimate claim to
power, and eventually to mystify [those who don’t speak the language]. (in translation, Rubagumya 2)

This quote is revealing in that it shows the illogical and yet almost magical power of European
languages. There is, however, no concrete or easily accessible explanation for the ethereal value of
these languages beyond the ideologies established as part of the colonial project. An appreciation of
Shakespeare in Tanzania or Racine in the Congo, according to this theory, would be considered more
culturally desirable than any African literature, music or art. Thus those who can access this 'civilized'
culture are seen as superior and admired. Even Nyerere, Tanzania’s first president, who strove to
separate the country from its colonial past through the medium of Kiswahili, was also well known for
producing the first Kiswahili translations of Shakespeare.
Attitudes Toward Kiswahili Language and Culture
A pattern develops whereby a colonised people strive to emulate its suppressors (as argued famously by
Franz Fanon in The Wretched of the Earth). This is due to a subconscious acceptance of inferiority,
based on the master/ slave dichotomy, which results in the conclusion that the master's power comes
from an innate superiority. Whilst this rarely results in an adulation of the colonisers themselves (who
remain a symbol of repression), this sense of cultural and technological inferiority causes the colonised
people to subconsciously consider progress, power and success according to the masters' terms. This
means that the colonial notion of Africa as 'primitive', 'uncivilized' and 'uneducated' (dictated by
colonial discourse) has been carried forward into the period following independence by none other
than the people who intended to free themselves from the constructs of Western imperialism. KemboSure explains how 'the colonized people perceived themselves as opposites of the technologically and
culturally superior West, hence as a group that had to strive to draw level with its nemesis at some
future date’ (Kembo-Sure 248). These ideas apply to many aspects of post-colonial society, but my focus
is on their application to questions in relation to both language and education in Tanzania.
If we accept that the English language is seen as a marker of social and cultural superiority in
Tanzanian society, it follows suit that the Kiswahili language is not. This is partly because this language
is spoken fluently by more than 90 percent of the population and so lacks the exclusive status of
English, but also partly because as a language native to Africa it is seen as less desirable or valuable than
a European language. This reality is more pronounced when considering the 130 vernacular languages
in Tanzania which hold no official status and little 'value' in public life. This sense of self-deprecation
towards local cultures and languages explains somewhat the general wish to uphold the high status of
the English language in the public (as well as private) sectors. I would argue that despite the
unquestionable difficulties that English language education evidently creates, this warped sense of
‘value’ contributed largely to the surprisingly positive attitudes towards the status quo which I
encountered.
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Robert Armstrong (69) once famously said, 'if we are ashamed of our own language, then we must
certainly lack that minimum of self−respect which is necessary to the healthy functioning of society'.
The same author further argued that: if the young people come to despise their father's language, the
chances are that at the same time they will reject their father's wisdom (69). Here Armstrong presents
the idea that adulating a foreign language and culture inevitably reinforces feelings of self-deprecation
and inferiority. As we see in Tanzania, this conflict is presented to children at the age of 11 when they
enter secondary school, therefore forming an integral part of their personal as well as academic
development.
Nyerere too argued that through the British founded school system children lose respect for their elders
and culture
'because they are old-fashioned and ignorant; there is nothing in our existing educational system
which suggests to the pupil that he can learn important things about farming from his elders… '
(Nyerere 242)

This problem is exacerbated today with the ever increasing rates of globalization and importance of
technology, where traditional rural cultures are seen as even more underdeveloped than they were
during the period after independence.
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Part Four: Conclusion
Summary
During the course of this report I have analysed the role of Kiswahili, English and education in the
context of Tanzanian history, society and culture. My argument focuses on secondary schools where
the language of instruction is English. Although issues relating to language exist throughout Tanzanian
society, I would argue that the school setting, in relation to this specific conflict, is a microcosm of
society as a whole. In each section I have compared the role of the English language within Tanzanian
public life to its role within schools.
I began by looking at the history of Kiswahili and English in Tanzania and how the English language
was integrated into the school system in order to suit the needs of the colonial power. The end of
colonialism suggested freedom from these constraints; however, despite the goals of Nyerere’s
‘Education for Self Reliance’ policy, the English language remains integral to the school curriculum. I
went on to examine the practical implications of this policy, particularly focusing on the students who
are struggling in the system.
In the next section, I analysed the importance of the English language on a global scale as this is the
official reasons why this language policy has been maintained. Following this, I outlined the social
implications of this language policy. The explanation as to why so little effort has been made to change
the system is, I argue, that it was put in place by ruling elites (the British) in order to propagate ruling
elites (now government ministers or professionals in Tanzania). This means there is little impetus for
those at the top of the system to impose changes which could potentially challenge their social
position. Many people are unable to change their social status due to deficiencies in the English
language as it is a prerequisite for any form of higher education or training. This takes us back to the
students and school environment where those who can master the English language succeed and are
praised, and those who cannot are undervalued and ridiculed.
In the final part of my report, I drew on aspects from each of the previous sections to underpin the
cultural implications of the position of the English language in Tanzania. My focus was on the division
of school and home life which originated in the foreign nature of the education system. This means
that there is little consistency between the subjects learned at school and the skills and cultural
knowledge which are relevant to Tanzanian life. This gap is particularly pronounced in rural Tanzania
which accounts for a large majority of the country’s population. More importantly still, this division
creates a belief in the inferiority of local cultures and the fact that progress can only be achieved
through the adoption of foreign languages and cultures. The colonised people inadvertently adopt the
colonisers’ definitions of ‘civilization’ and ‘primitivism’. This results in the irrational elevation of
English as a language symbolic of progress, success and wealth and the subsequent conviction that
Kiswahili and Tanzania are inferior to their Western equivalents.
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Conclusion
Whilst I have not once questioned the importance of the English language in terms of accessing the
wider world for purposes such as trade, development, science, technology or communications, I
conclude that the current Tanzanian education policy to have the English language as the medium of
instruction in secondary schools, is damaging not only to the students social or professional potential,
but also to the status of Kiswahili as a living, modern language. Here the term ‘language’ applies not
only to the spoken word, but also to the culture it is used to express. As Thiong’o states, recounting his
experiences in a Kenyan school, ‘the language of my school was no longer the language of my culture’.
The Headmaster at Mikindani said something similar, explaining that although it was useful for the
children to learn in the English language, ‘English is not in their hearts’. For so long as secondary
schools in Tanzania are taught in the English language, Kiswahili will be seen by Tanzanians as a
lesser language and culture. If the government does try to achieve its target and change the entire
education system into Kiswahili, there will always be room to teach English as a foreign language to all
students and thus give them the opportunity to engage with the wider world which is so coveted. The
difference, however, would be monumental as Tanzania would become the first African country to use
an African language throughout the entire school system. Kiswahili, as the most widely spoken African
language, would no longer carry a burden of inferiority.

Actual achievements
My accomplishments during this project fall into two very different categories. Firstly the practical
achievement of fully renovating two school libraries including long days painting, referencing books
and carrying books. This was a new experience for me as all of the work I have done in the past has
been desk based. It was especially challenging due to: language and cultural barriers which made
buying materials often difficult; the nature of the physical work especially during some very hot
afternoons; and finally, on a personal level, difficulties coming to terms with the limitations of a
project I had worked so hard to support over the year. I managed to overcome these difficulties, and
as shown in the photos in Appendix I, we largely succeeded with our library project.
The other large accomplishment I feel I have achieved over the course of the project and the report
was to engage critically with the work that I was doing for READ International. Whilst on one level I
was disappointed with my perception of the project at its conclusion, I also feel that I have benefited
greatly from my opportunity to question the status quo, and even go as far to challenge the broader
implications of a charity such as READ. This was the most rewarding and unexpected result of my
journey to Tanzania and it has inspired me to research a masters programme relating questions of
education to the parallel realities of development and globalisation. This is something I would never
have considered had I not been given the opportunity by the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund to travel to
Tanzania and witness these issues first hand.

A Final Reflection
READ International has donated more than one million textbooks to over a thousand schools in
Tanzania. This is in schools where the student/ textbook was on average 5/1 (READ Report 2011).
Charities such as READ are able to have a direct impact on the educational opportunities available to
students as was proved by their 2011 report which noted an average improvement in exam results for
schools that they had visited. Library renovations funded through READ International have and will
continue to encourage and support generations of secondary school students through their studies,
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enabling them to enjoy a space for work as well as reading for pleasure (we made a special effort in our
two libraries to save some money to spend on Kiswahili fiction).
Despite the issues raised throughout this report regarding the English language, in the current political
and economic climate it must be seen as a positive, practical improvement when students are provided
with learning resources. The books we distributed should develop the students’ level of English and
therefore their potential to advance professionally. I have come to terms with my reservations
regarding the charity’s work and whilst remaining passionate about the negative impact that English
language instruction has on secondary school students, both academically and culturally, I believe that
whilst there is little prospect for systemic change, the charity’s work undoubtedly improves the
learning environment of many individuals.
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Appendix I: Project Chronology
July 23-24: Arrival in Dar es Salaam
July 25-28: Training with 45 other READ
International volunteers in Dar es Salaam.
July 28: We split into our regional groups
and alongside four other volunteers, the
Warwick team suffered a twelve hour long
bus journey to Lindi. Due to a breakdown
in the outskirts of Dar es Salaam, were
unable to reach our final destination,
Mtwara, that day.
July 29: We finally reached Mtwara and
settled into the Lutheran Centre
Guesthouse where we would spend the
next 6 weeks.
July 30: The day consisted of a failed
attempt to find the REO (Regional
Educational Officer) in the Regional
Government building (a surprisingly
complicated task). After an hour of being
directed around the building we were
finally informed that he was away and
would probably be back on Thursday.
Fortunately we were able to find the DEO
(District Education Officer) who was able
to arrange a visit to the first school we
would be renovating a library in for the
next day.
July 31: Visit to Sino School, Mtwara,
where we were immediately asked to
make a speech in front of 400 pupils
explaining what we had come to do.
August 1: We ran activity sessions in Sino
School with Forms 2 and 4 in order to
choose the Library Prefects who would
help us create and then continue to
maintain the library. My session was
called ‘my perfect library’ and involved
asking the students what they would
prefer. Most of them were very excited
about the possibility of taking books home.
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August 2: We met with the REO assistant regarding the distribution of the donated books for
example the types of books required for each school (he did not however have much of this
information so we chose to take the contact details of the school heads in order to find out
more precise details about the resources required in each school). The list of 11 schools had
already been chosen by the REO.
August 3: Another disappointing day, we tried to visit the second school for library
renovation but ended up waiting for the car for three hours at the Mtwara Rural District
Office (despite arriving at the agreed meeting time). Finally arriving at the school, we found
that they were in the process of constructing a library but that the building would not be
finished for at least 2 months so it would not be suitable for our project. A very frustrating
and disappointing day! This school had only 4 teachers including the headmaster teaching
about 500 pupils, so the library could have really helped. We did donate a proportion of our
books to this school to be put into the library when it opens.
August 6: We finally met with the REO. Two of the other team members went to visit other
potential schools for the library project. Our requirements were that the school had a space
that could be used as a permanent library and that there were students attending school (for
example for exam preparation) even during the holidays to help with the project. The school
chosen was Mikindani Secondary School which is in the town nearby Mtwara which we had
visited during our first weekend.
August 7: We ran activities to choose prefects in Mikindani Secondary School.

Mikindani School Library prefects and Warwick volunteers (notably much more painty than the prefects!)
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August 6-14: We cleaned and
whitewashed both of the school libraries
as well as commissioning a local artist to
paint a mural on one of the walls. We
also visited many local carpenters to try
and bargain the best price for the Library
furniture. This proved very challenging,
partly because of language difficulties
and also because we were quite unaware
of the standard costs of furniture. There
was much disparity between the broken
down costs of each carpenter we worked
with, in hindsight this was probably
because it was known that we had a
significant amount of money to spend on
our school renovations, so some of the
prices were not standardised…
This was the period of time when we
were able to build the strongest
relationships with the library prefects as
we were working with them all day.
Something we hadn’t realized until the
end of the first week was that the
majority of the students were fasting for
Ramadan, so whilst we were complaining
about the heat and physical nature of the
work, the students helping us had not
eaten since the early hours of the
morning.

Above : library prefect Flora at Sino Secondary School. Flora
walked two hours to school every day and during the library
renovation (which took place during the holydays) she came in
especially to help us.

Above: Headmaster of Mikindani Secondary School helping
out with the painting.

Often the prefects would bring their
friends or siblings to help. We even had
someone’s four year old brother who
came to help paint with us!
We also had a few breaks each day
during which we played games with the
students such as ‘Bang Bang’. This was
especially rewarding for the boys who
organized daily football matches with the
students. Sometimes it could be a chore
getting everybody back to work again!!

Above: Me and another volunteer, Beth, touching up the
base coat.
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August 12: The books arrived in a truck which had driven down the coast from Dar es
Salaam. We were fortunate to have found storage facilities in the local teachers college as the
trainees were happy to help us unload more than 100 boxes full of box. We then divided the
boxes into piles for each of the 11 schools we were donating to. Our sorting was based on
information from both the REO and the schools themselves.

Above: Me carrying a box of books from the truck and
looking suspiciously happy about it.

August 15-16: As we were waiting for the furniture to arrive before we could unpack and
reference the books, we decided to run an activity day in each school. We spoke to the
students about their aspirations, played games and launched a short story competition with
the winner to be announced at the Library Opening Ceremony.

August 21-25: We painted the furniture and finished referencing the books. Referencing was
a long and arduous process as we had to type the name, author and reference number of
each book and then stick a label onto the book spine.
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August 27-31: We bought and glued down lino
flooring in both schools. We also spent a painful
afternoon carrying boxes filled with a total of more
than a thousand books, up a large hill from a storage
room into the library at Mikindani School.
September 1-2: Preparation for the opening
ceremonies including buying extra textbooks
specific to the Tanzanian curriculum with the money
we had left over, buying snacks for the ceremonies,
making certificates for short story competition
winners and prefects and writing speeches.
September 3: Final day of preparations in Mikindani
School including: cleaning the room, attaching the
door sign, arranging the books and running a final
workshop with the library prefects explaining the
referencing system.
September 4: The Library Opening Ceremony
involved speeches from all of the volunteers, the
Headmaster, and a representative from the DEO office.
The library was decorated with balloons and there
were snacks on all the tables. We also put photos of
the project onto the blackboard along with pictures
that the students had made during our activity
sessions.
It was a great day and we were sad to leave as we
knew we would probably not be going back. As we
were leaving, the headmaster informed us that for the
next semester he had added a ‘Library Period’ to the
timetable meaning that all students would be able to
go there during school time to study and read.
Below is a photo of the finished library, whilst on the right
the DEO assistant is cutting the ribbon to officially open the
library.
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September 5: Final day of preparations in
Sino Secondary School, where we checked
the books on the referencing system and
tidied the room. We also distributed
snacks on the tables for the next day’s
ceremony.
September 6: Sino Library Opening Ceremony. This
was a very formal, impressive event where
members of the school governing body, members of
the DEO office and Head teachers from around the
region were invited. We were also treated to a local
dance performance and to a delicious lunch.
Much larger numbers of students were at this event
and there were many more speeches. Unfortunately,
most of the speeches were in Kiswahili because, as
the headmistress explained to us during her speech,
it was important that all the students understood
what was being said… (which strikes me as very
ironic in the context of the issues raised within this
report!)

September 7: Bus ride back to Dar es Salaam
September 8-9: Debrief with the rest of the READ volunteers discussing difficulties faced and
possible improvements to the project layout
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Appendix II: Excursions
August 4-5: During our first weekend, we visited Mikindani, an old colonial trading port
based on a beautiful bay. We visited the ruins of the prison and slave market although they
are not very well kept and have been used as a rubbish dump. We also visited the beach on
the outskirts of Mtwara and treated ourselves to a meal in a tourist hotel overlooking a
beautiful sunset.

Prison ruins in Mikindania

Other ruins now covered by houses

August 17-20: As there was a national holiday to celebrate the end of Ramadan we decided
to visit the historical site Kilwa Kiswahini, an island off the coast of Tanzania which was
previously one of the largest trading posts in East Africa. It is also one of places where the
Kiswahili language was first spoken.

Portugese fort at Kilwa Kiswahini

Part of the Great Mosque ruins in Kilwa Kiswahini
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August 26: We visited the nearby marine reserve on the Mozambique border where we hired
a local fisherman to take us to see a large hippopotamus colony. We finished the day enjoying
the stunning and serenely undeveloped beach resort on the Revula peninsula.
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Appendix III : Expenses
Pre departure expenses
Expense

Cost (GBP)

Return flights with Turkish Airlines (London- Dar es Salaam via
Istanbul)

556.59

Read International Admin Fee (including Visa and Medical
Insurance)

75

Cover for You Travel Insurance (to cover baggage)
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Medical Costs

100

Total- 764.59

Expenditure in Tanzania
I have recorded all of the expenses in Tanzanian Shillings and have converted the total into British
Pounds at today’s rate of 1 gbp / 2539 Tsh.
Expense

Cost (TZS)

Total cost (TZS)

Accommodation in Mtwara

9,500/ night 40
nights
≈ 10,000/
40 days
day
≈ 5,000/
40 days
day

380,000

25,000

Return

50,000

Accommodation in Dar es Salaam

20,000/
night

7 nights

140,000

Food in Dar es Salaam

7 days

105,000

Kilwa Kiswahini Weekend visit

≈15,000/
day
90,000

Ruvuma Marine Reserve Visit

90,000

Food in Mtwara
Travel in Mtwara (eg to schools,
government offices or into town for meals
or buying supplies)
Bus Dar es Salaam- Mtwara

400,000
200,000

90,000
90,000

Total- 1,455,000 TZS = 573.01 gbp
GRAND TOTAL- 764.59 + 573.01 = 1,337.60
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